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QUESTION
Against which hazards does the AVIVA half mask 
protect?

ANSWER
AVIVA protects against a wide range of hazards 
including dusts, mists, gases, vapors, bacteria and 
viruses when used with the correct filter type.  
Multiple filter options are available for AVIVA, 
allowing it to be used in a variety of environments. 
Please refer to the AVIVA technical literature 
for information regarding filter approvals.

QUESTION
What are the benefits of the hybrid reflex seal?

ANSWER
AVIVA’s unique hybrid reflex seal flexes with 
wearer movement.  This makes AVIVA more 
comfortable to wear and provides for a secure 
fit on the face, all while remaining easy to clean. 
Please refer to the user instructions for correct 
donning with the hybrid reflex seal. Aviva has been 
scientifically designed to fit a large percentage of 
the population. 

QUESTION
Does AVIVA work well with other PPE?

ANSWER
AVIVA has been designed to integrate well with 
other eye and head PPE.  An innovative goggle 
nose ‘pinch’ on the nosecup  allows eye protection 
to rest securely on the face and the head cradle 
rests flat on the back of the head so that there 

is no interference with head protection. 

QUESTION
How can I ensure my AVIVA half mask is fitted 
correctly?

ANSWER
The AVIVA features a simple-to-use positive 
leak check mechanism to allow user 
confidence in the integrity of the mask’s 
fit. By pressing the fit check button while 
exhaling, the mask inflates slightly showing 
that a good fit has been achieved. Please 
refer to the user instructions for full details 
on how to operate the fit check feature. 

QUESTION
Is AVIVA comfortable to wear?

ANSWER
Yes, AVIVA is comfortable to wear!  Although 
silicone-free, the components of the mask are 
made with a custom blend material that has a 
comparable feel to silicone, making it suitable 
for long periods of wear.

QUESTION
Does AVIVA provide a voice transmission 
feature?
 
ANSWER
The integrated voice panel in the AVIVA half 
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mask provides for enhanced voice intelligibility, 
making it easier to work with and understand 
your colleagues while staying protected from 
respiratory hazards
.
QUESTION
Is there a size/packaging option suitable for me?
 
ANSWER
AVIVA is available in three sizes (Small, 
Medium and Large) and a variety of 
packaging options including retail friendly 
and longer duration storage tubs. 

QUESTION
Which filters are available for AVIVA?

ANSWER
The following filters are approved for use with 
AVIVA.  These filters are appropriate for a variety 
of usage scenarios and are simple to attach to the 
mask.
AVIVA2: Pro2Flex*/Pro2 filters; AVIVA40: Pro2000 
filters; AVIVA50: PF251

*Pro2Flex:  the new low profile filter, see separate 
information for this exciting new filter product from Scott 
Safety.

QUESTION
Is a low profile flexible filter option available?
 
ANSWER
Yes, a new low profile flexible filter option is 
available (the new Pro2Flex filter from Scott 
Safety). Available in particulate and particulate/
nuisance odour, Pro2Flex has been designed to 
work with AVIVA.  It is a lower-cost option, easy to 
install and has an innovative negative leak check 
feature for security of fit- negative leak check on 
the filter and positive leak check on the mask for 
ultimate fit assurance! Low profile Pro2Flex filters 
also provide better compatibility with face and 
welding shields.

QUESTION
What is the drop-down donning feature?
 
ANSWER
AVIVA features a drop-down donning feature that 
allows the wearer to partially remove the mask 
during a break period.  In the first mode, the user 
can partially doff the mask without having to 
remove head PPE.  In the second mode, the user 
can move the head harness off the head while the 
neck buckle is clasped- relaxing strap tension.

QUESTION
Which spares and accessories are available for 
AVIVA?
 
ANSWER
The following accessories are available:  

Part 
Number

Description

5530545 Belt Pouch, with belt

2016458 Fit Test Adapter for AVIVA2 fi tting

2017070 Bitrex Fit Test Kit

2017092 Bitrex Sensitivity Solution Kit

2017093 Bitrex Test Solution Kit

8005511 Head Harness Assembly

8005512 Head Harness Clips (4)

8005508 AVIVA Spare Inhale Flap (4)

8005509 AVIVA Spare Exhale Flap (2)

8005513 AVIVA Head Harness Spare Mask Pivots (4)

8005510 AVIVA Spare Exhale Valve Cover (2)

8005514 AVIVA Spare 40mm Filter Port Gaskets (2)

8005515 AVIVA Spare 50mm Filter Port Gaskets (2)

8005516 AVIVA Spare 50mm Faceseal retainer (5)

QUESTION
How should I store my AVIVA mask?
 
ANSWER
The best way to store the AVIVA mask is by 
inserting the chin cup shape retainer whilst not in 
use.  This will optimise and maintain the fit over an 
extended duration.  To ensure your mask remains 
clean once washed or wiped clean, place in a 
storage box or READY-PAK tub to prevent dirt and 
dust settling on the mask.


